
MARINE HORN #V400-SS

INSTALLATION GUIDE



    MOUNTING:
1. Locate the desired area you wish to mount the marine horn. For best results, the front of the
    horn should be unobstructed so that the horn’s sound can project straight ahead. Use the 
    horn’s gasket as a template and mark hole locations and drill to size. (See Fig. A.)
2. Mark the wire hole location if the horn’s wire is going to pass Through the mounting surface
    and drill to size. (See Fig. C) IMPORTANT: Make sure the hole is free of any burrs that could
    cut into the horn’s wire. For roof mount mounting, to prevent water leaks, it is recommended 
    that silicon or a waterproof sealer be placed on the wire at the point of entry into the roof.
3. Secure the horn using the hardware provided. Tighten screw evenly to prevent damage to
    the horn. (See Fig. A.) IMPORTANT: Be sure to use the rubber gasket to protect
    Against water leaks.

    WIRING:
    WIRING to New Horn Button Switch (See Fig. C) 
4. Connect one wire from each horn to (+) 12-volts positive Power source such as battery,
    alternator, etc. A 10 ampInline fuse should be used (not included.)
5. Connect the horn switch (not provided) to the other black wire of each horn.
6. Connect the horn switch’s other wire to ground, under any metal bolt that is clean of 
    paint and rust. WIRING to Factory Horn System With Two (2) Wires (See Fig. D)
7. If the factory horn has two wire terminals, remove the wires from the Factory horn and
    connect one wire to each of the marine horns. Installation is complete.
    WIRING to Factory Horn System With One (1) Wire (See Fig. E)
8. If the factory horn has one wire terminal, remove the wire from the factory horn
    and connect to one wire of each of the marine horns.
9. The other horn wire from each of the marine horns is connected to ground, under any 
    metal bolt that is clean of paint and rust. Installation is complete.
    IMPORTANT: Make sure all wires are secured and connections Are properly taped. 

    If you are not handy and have no ability to install this horn, we recommend having 
    a professional to do the installation. We do not recommend a regular auto repair 
    shop because they might not have the know how about installation of an aftermarket
    air horn system. Most of the time they do not even read the installation instructions 
    and they wind up installing the components electric connections the wrong way. We 
    do recommend any “ALARM AND STERO INSTALLTION SHOP” that has more experience, 
    and specialize in installing air horn systems, and other accessories.

WARRANTY
All “Viking Horns” products carry a warranty of six months, when properly installed and used under normal conditions, and to  be free from 
defects in workmanship and materials from the date of the original purchaser of the product. Warranty does not cover abuse, operation in a 
manner inconsistent with the product’s design, neglect, abnormal use, or damage resulting from exposure to the elements, any modi�cations 
or faulty installation. “Viking Horns” will fully inspect your item and if the defect is considered under warranty, we will have the option to 
repair, or replace the product free of charge to the original purchaser. “Viking Horns” will not be held liable for any installation charges, loss 
or damage of any kind incurred in the replacement or repair of any warranted product. Any return shipping charges will be paid by the end 
user.
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